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Elesense E1129 Monitor lamp with remote control (black)
Ensure optimal illumination while working or playing games. Elesense E1129 monitor lamp generates eye-safe light that does not reflect
off the screen, does not tire your eyes or glaring. You can also adjust its brightness and colour temperature (2700-6500 K). The kit also
includes a circular remote control that allows you to control the light remotely. The product is compatible with monitors 0.7-4.5 cm thick.
 
Optimum illumination
The Elesense monitor lamp will  come in handy whether you are working or relaxing. Thanks to its well-thought-out design, the light it
generates falls on your desk - it will illuminate your keyboard or notebook, while at the same time not reflecting off the screen or striking
you in the eyes. The device is also distinguished by its high colour rendering index (Ra > 95).
 
Adapt the light to your needs
Planning to do some work? Or do you want to relax after a long, challenging day? The E1129 lamp will provide you with optimal lighting
for every occasion! The product allows you to adjust the brightness of the light in 12 steps and adjust its colour temperature in 12 steps.
It  also  offers  3  lighting  modes  -  work  mode,  relaxation  mode  and  reading  mode.  Adapt  the  lighting  to  your  needs  and  enjoy  greater
comfort!
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Improved design
The lamp is  equipped with high-quality  LEDs -  45 of  them generate warm light  and 45 generate cold light.  This  is  what  allows you to
adapt the lighting parameters to your needs! The unit is also very easy to install and has rubber pads to prevent damage to the monitor
display. The product also has a built-in light sensor.
 
Functional remote control included
Enjoy even more convenient operation of the lamp. A circular remote control  is  included that allows you to control  it  from a distance.
With  it  you  can,  for  example,  adjust  the  brightness  and  colour  temperature  of  the  light.  Now  everything  you  need  is  always  at  your
fingertips! But that's not all - one remote control allows you to control more lamps. So you don't have to adjust each unit individually!
 
In the box
Monitor light
2.4 G remote control
Counterweight bracket
USB-C cable
Brand
Elesense
Model
E1129
Colour
Black
Light source
LEDs (45x cold light, 45x warm light)
CRI
Ra > 95
Colour temperature
2700-6500 K
Lamp power supply
5 V / 1.2 A USB-C
Power supply for remote control
2x AAA batteries
Brightness
> 500 lux
Wireless communication
RF 2.4 GHz
Material
Zinc alloy + ABS / PC
Weight
0.9 kg

Preço:

€ 66.51

Atividades e lazer, Lighting, Office lamps
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